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learning 
objectives
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§ Why spatial thinking is important?

§ Methodologies to 
§ describe and visualize

§ analyze and extract patterns

§ interpret and explain (only pointers)

spatial data in computational disciplines

§ Let you fall in love with spatial analysis and mapping! 



Why spatial thinking is important?
a first example







Trying to plan the 
move
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Norilsk

Cala Sapone



Google Maps couldn’t find 
a route



Why spatial thinking is important?
a second example



John Snow’s 
cholera map

13
Original map by John Snow showing the clusters of 

cholera cases in the London epidemic of 1854. 



Changing the 
spatial pattern matters
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Percentage of black people by county

RANDOMLY RESHUFFLEDORIGINAL



A spatial distribution 
histogram
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RANDOMLY RESHUFFLEDORIGINAL =



location data is
pervasive



geography

“As a young man my fondest dream was 
to become a geographer. However, while 
working in the customs office I thought 
deeply about the matter and concluded 
that it was far too difficult a subject. With 
some reluctance, I then turned to physics 
as a substitute.”

Albert Einstein (1879-1955)   Unpublished 
Letters



Geographers are masters of processes that unfold 
across space and time



time

Almost everything in geography involves a dynamic process of one type or another



What is Geography?

§ geo meaning “Earth”, graphy refers to “writing” and “describing”

§ Physical (environment)
§ Branch of natural science

§ Environmental geography
§ Hydrology
§ Biogeography
§ Climatology
§ Meteorology
§ Oceanography
§ Environmental geography
§ Landscape ecology

§ Human
§ Branch of social science

§ Culture

§ Development

§ Economic

§ Health

§ Historical

§ Political

§ Population

§ Settlement

§ Urban

TWO MAIN AREAS



key theory #1
Tobler’s law
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“Everything is related to everything else, but near 
things are more related than distant things”

Waldo Tobler (1970)





key theory #2
gravity model
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§ Explains interaction between places

§ Originally proposed to describe population migration 
between two regions 

Place A Place BInteraction

Goods
People

Social Ties
User-generated Content



key theory #2
gravity model
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the study and practice of making maps

cartography is



Everyone uses maps



georeferenced data: 
coordinates
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§ (longitude, latitude) can be associated with
§ altitude, accuracy, timestamp

§ can be reversed geocoded to a readable address

VERTICAL HORINZONTAL



Earth is 3D, maps no!
map projections

§ a projection is used to transform the geographic 
coordinates from the curved surface of our planet to the 
flat surface of a plane



map projections 

§ over the years a variety of map projections have been 
proposed

Equirectangular Mercator

All map images by Strebe, CC BY-SA 3.0



map projections

Albers conicPeirce quincuncialCassini

Goode homolosine



map projections

Winkel Triple
adopted by National Geographic 



from xkcd



Which one should I use? 

There is not a perfect projection!



map projections
distortions

§ projections cause distortions
§ shape, area, distance, direction
§ depending on the application, some projections may be more 

suitable than others

§ Good references:
§ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kIID5FDi2JQ
§ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eLqC3FNNOaI



types of projections

35

§ azimuthal
§ preserves the azimuth (direction) from center

§ conformal
§ local angles are correct, preserving small shapes

§ equal-Area
§ equal-area maps preserve area measure, generally distorting 

shapes

§ equidistant
§ distances from center (or along certain lines, like along 

meridians) are correct



compare projections 
on d3.js



how well do you know the sizes
of different countries?



projections can produce 
societal biases

From "The West Wing" Season 2 Episode 16



Spatial Data
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§ Vectorial
§ Points

§ location as a random event 
§ locations of crimes, accidents, grocery stores

§ Surfaces
§ continuous spatial field 
§ air quality surface, noise surface, price surface

§ Discrete spatial data - lattice data
§ areal units 
§ census tracts, counties, countries

§ Networks
§ nodes and links 
§ street network, river network, social network

§ Raster



points data
Instagram photos in NYC



aerial data
NYC census tracts



lines and networks
Open Street Map ways in NYC



VECTOR DATA

URBAN RASTER DATA

RIVER



georeferenced data:
formats
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§ ESRI Shapefile 

§ GeoJSON

§ OpenStreetMap

§ CSV, TSV (especially for points) 

§ WKT (Well-Known Text)

§ Many others!



georeferenced data:
sources

§ Open Data Portals
§ NYC open data portal
§ London Open Data Portal 

§ Administrative/Boundary Data, Census Data, 

§ Open Street Map (Roads, Parks, Water (lakes and rivers!), Land 
use)

§ Social Media – User-generated data
§ Instagram, Facebook, Flickr, Twitter and so on

§ Mobility traces

§ CDR

§ Many many others!



spatial data analysis



Often not directly observable Often a sample of the data 

§ Processes operating in space create patterns

§ Spatial Data Analysis is aimed at:
§ Identifying and describing the patterns

§ Identifying and understanding the processes

PROCESSES PATTERNSCREATE

INFER



spatial data analysis: 
successive levels of sophistication

§ Spatial Data Description 
§ Focus is on describing the spatial data and representing it in a digital format 

(maps, databases) 
§ Uses classic GIS capabilities (buffering, map layer overlay, spatial queries, 

measurement) 

§ Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis (ESDA)
§ Showing and discovering interesting patterns

§ Spatial statistical analysis and hypothesis testing
§ An extension of traditional statistics into a spatial settings to determine 

whether or not data are typical or unexpected

§ Spatial modeling 
§ Explaining interesting patterns 
§ Optimization, simulation, prediction
§ Involves constructing models to predict spatial outcomes
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pitfalls



MAUP
Modifiable Area Unit Problem 
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§ The same basic data yield different results when aggregated in 
different ways

§ Nice read: “A million or so correlation coefficient: three 
experiments on the modifiable area unit problem” (Openshaw and 
Taylor, 1979)

§ Zonal effect
§ Similar size and number of units, but different boundaries

§ Zip codes versus census tracts, postal zones versus city neighborhoods

§ Scale effect
§ Increases size and decreases number of units

§ US counties versus states

§ Global model might be inconsistent with local models

§ The take home message is that how we aggregate the input 
units will impact the values of the output units



a first real example
gerrymandering
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§ In the process of setting electoral districts, intended to 
establish a political advantage for a particular party or 
group by manipulating district boundaries
§ cracking: diluting the voting power of the opposing party's 

supporters across many districts

§ packing: concentrating the opposing party's voting power in 
one district to reduce their voting power in other districts





US election 2012
counties versus states



Ecological Fallacy
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§ Individual behavior cannot be explained at the aggregate 
level 

§ Issue of interpretation
§ e.g., county homicide rates do not explain individual criminal 

behavior 

§ model aggregate dependent variables with aggregate 
explanatory variables 

§ alternative: multilevel modeling



COSP
Change of Support Problem
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§ Variables measured at different spatial scales

§ Spatial misalignment
§ we collected the data on one scale, but need to make 

inferences on a different scale. 
§ How do we change from one spatial scale to another?

§ have different spatial datasets that come to us on different 
spatial scales. 

§ How do we combine data sources?

§ Aggregate up to a common scale (the finest possible)



other critical issues

§ Spatial autocorrelation
§ Data from locations near to each other are usually more 

similar than data from locations far away from each other

§ Edge issues
§ Every study region has a boundary  (unless you study the 

entire world!)
§ You do not have data for outside your study region
§ However, the outside data can affect the inside data if there 

is spatial autocorrelation
§ Consequently, edges of the map, beyond which there is no 

data, can significantly effect results 



mapping



two (overlapping) 
categories

REFERENCE MAPS
Orientation and Navigation

THEMATIC MAPS
Nature of geographic distribution



Thematic maps

§ Visualize spatial distributions of data, e.g., population 
density

§ Thematic maps serve three primary purposes.
§ 1.They provide specific information about particular 

locations.

§ 2.They provide general information about spatial patterns.

§ 3.They can be used to compare patterns on two or more 
maps.



Design is driven by

§ Data
§ Categorical, ordinal, interval, ratio 

§ Spatial scale and granularity
§ discrete vs continuous

§ Human visual perception and aesthetics
§ choosing the correct visual variables, e.g., symbols, colors

§ Audience
§ knowing who will read the thematic map and for what 

purpose helps define how it should be designed
§ political scientist vs biologist



Proportional symbols Dot distribution Isopleth

Choropleth Cartograms Flow Maps



Proportional symbol 
maps

§ Represent data variables by symbols that are sized, colored
according to their amount or type. 

§ Data is (or can be) aggregated at points within areas.

§ Three methods for setting symbol size: 
§ absolute scaling

§ apparent magnitude (perceptual) scaling

§ psychophysical research revealed that                              
people tend to correctly estimate lengths,                             
and to underestimate areas and volumes.

§ range grading





dot distribution

Twitter and Flickr Activity

New York San Francisco



Clustering (dealing 
with a lot of points)



Hexbins



Heatmaps

§ Used to identify clusters where there is a high 
concentration of activity (attribute under analysis) 

§ They can ben also useful for doing hotspot analysis.







Choropleth
(from Greek χῶρος ("area/region") + πλῆθος (“multitude"))

§ Areas are shaded or colored in proportion to the 
measurement of the statistical variable being displayed on 
the map.

§ Key factors:
§ Resolution of the base map
§ Data

§ source and processing
§ classification
§ MAUP
§ legend

§ Symbolization



Data type

CATEGORICAL

Obama or Romney

Presidential election 2008 Population density 2014

CONTINUOUS

interval [0, 1]



Continuous
(sequential)

Data Type Color Scheme

Categorical
(qualitative)!=



Classification

§ Take observations and group them into data ranges or 
classes

How many classes? Which method?

5-7 ± 2
George Miller (1956)

short term memory capacity



Classification 
methods

§ Manual (eyeball, interactive)

§ Natural breaks

§ Equal intervals
§ not valid if your data is skewed or in presence of outliers.

§ Unequal, i.e., non-linear, logarithmic

§ Quantiles
§ can position elements in a class even if being closer to the adjacent

§ Mean-standard deviation

§ Jenks-Caspall: reduce the variance within classes and maximize the 
variance between classes

§ unique classification, hard to compare between maps.



http://uxblog.idvsolutions.com/2011/10/telling-truth.html









Proportion of US county residents who consider themselves multiethnic 









Symbolizing the 
choropleths

§ Select colors wisely!

§ Monochrome shading 
§ darker is more!

§ vary density 

§ different schemas: Munsell vs Stevens

§ Color shading
§ hue is not always a good variable, unless bipolar distribution 

§ use saturation or intensity





cartograms





Flow Maps

§ Point pairs (one/two ways and symbol) trajectories

§ Encoding

§ Edge between two locations indicates flow between those 
locations
§  Width of edge proportional to flow

§  Usually wider end of edge is source of flow

§ Limitations
§  Can get difficult to compare flows

§  Best flow maps are done by hand



89



https://www.shipmap.org/



How to lie with maps
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§ Visual inspection is not enough 

§ Visual inspection sometimes could lead 
to wrong conclusions

§ We must test rigorously using spatial 
analysis methods.



visual experiment
apophenia
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random pattern?

ABC



visual experiment
apophenia
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clustered dispersed random

A B C



descriptive spatial statistics



centrographic analysis
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§ (Weighted) mean center

§ Centroid

§ Center of minimum distance

§ Dispersion
§ Standard Deviation Distance

§ Standard Deviational Ellipse



Standard Deviational 
Ellipse: concept

§ Standard distance deviation is a good single measure of 
the dispersion of the points around the mean center, but it 
does not capture any directional bias
§ doesn’t capture the shape of the distribution.

§ The standard deviation ellipse gives dispersion in two 
dimensions





Density Kernel 
Estimation

§ commonly used to “visually enhance” a point pattern

Kernel=10,000 Kernel=5,000



spatial statistical inference



Statistical inference
main concepts
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§ Population

§ Population parameters

§ Sample

§ Sample statistics 

§ Hypothesis testing

§ Sampling distribution of a statistic

§ Statistical significance test 



Spatial Statistical Inference:
Null and Alternative Hypotheses

§ Null Hypothesis:
§ The observed spatial pattern is random

§ Usually called Complete Spatial Randomness (CSR) 
hypothesis

§ Not very interesting! 

§ Alternative Hypothesis:
§ The spatial pattern is not random

§ It may be clustered or dispersed



§ Random
§ An event is equally likely to occur 

at any location
§ The position of an event is not 

affected by the position of any 
other event

§ Clustered
§ every event is close to other 

event

§ Dispersed/Uniform
§ every event is as far from other 

events as possible

What do we mean by 
spatially random?

RANDOM DISPERSEDCLUSTERED



High Peak district biomass index:
ratio of remotely sensed data spectral bands B3 and B4

SPATIALLY CLUSTERED GEOGRAPHICALLY RANDOM



first order or second order effect?
example of bank robberies

§ Bank robberies are clustered
§ First order

§ because banks are clustered

§ we call this the effect of “non-uniformity of space”

§ Second order
§ because one robbery influences nearby robberies

§ In practice, it is very difficult to distinguish these two 
effects merely by the analysis of spatial data



spatial statistical hypothesis testing: 
simulation approach

§ Because of the complexity of spatial processes, it is often 
difficult to derive theoretically a test statistic with known 
probability distribution

§ Instead, we often use computer simulations
§ We take multiple samples from a random spatial pattern, the 

spatial statistic we are using is calculated for each sample, 
and then a frequency distribution is drawn

§ This simulated sampling distribution is used to measure  
the probability of obtaining our actual observed spatial 
statistic



spatial autocorrelation



spatial autocorrelation

§ Measures the correlation of a variable with itself through 
space

§ Related to Tobler’s first law of geography
§ Everything is related to everything else, but near things are 

more related than distant things.

positive = clustered negative = dispersed



why is spatial autocorrelation 
important?

§ It implies the existence of a spatial process  
§ Why are near-by areas similar to each other?
§ Why do high income people live close each other?
§ These are geographical questions.

§ They are about location

§ It invalidates most traditional statistical inference tests
§ If spatial autocorrelation exists, the results of standard statistical 

inference tests  may be incorrect   
§ We need to use spatial statistical inference tests

§ For example
§ You are more likely to incorrectly conclude a relationship exists when it 

does not
§ You believe that the relationship is stronger than it really is



Why are standard statistical 
tests wrong?

§ Statistical tests are based on the assumption that the values of 
observations in each sample are independent of one another

§ spatial autocorrelation violates this
§ samples taken from nearby areas are related to each other and 

are not independent

Values near each other are similar in 
magnitude.

Implies a relationship between 
nearby observations



spatial autocorrelation:
the problem of measuring proximity

contiguity
REGULAR GRID



Contiguity
Polygons

spatial autocorrelation:
the problem of measuring proximity



spatial autocorrelation:
the problem of measuring proximity

Contiguity + Distance
Polygons



spatial autocorrelation:
the problem of measuring proximity

K-Nearest Neighbors
N=1



spatial autocorrelation:
the problem of measuring proximity

K-Nearest-Neighbors
N=2



spatial autocorrelation:
the problem of measuring proximity

K-Nearest-Neighbors
N=5



spatial autocorrelation:
the spatial Weights matrix

§ Different methods of calculating wij can result in different 
values for autocorrelation and different conclusions from 
statistical significance tests!

§ Often we use row standardized weights (∑i ∑j wij = 1)

§ Problematic situations for irregular polygons 

W =

w0j

w1j

…
wi0 wi1 … wij … … win

…
…

wnj



global measures 
of spatial autocorrelation



Global Measures 
and Local Measures

§ Global Measures
§ A single value which applies to the entire data set

§ The same pattern or process occurs over the entire geographic area

§ An average for the entire area

§ Local Measures
§ A  value calculated for each observation unit 

§ Different patterns or processes may occur in different parts of the 
region 

§ A unique number for each location 



Joins Count Statistic

§ Polygons only

§ binary (1,0) data only
§ Polygon has or does not have a characteristic

§ For example, a candidate won or lost an election

§ Based on examining polygons which share a border
§ Do they have the same characteristic or not?

§ Requires a contiguity matrix for polygons

§ Measures the  number of borders (“joins”) of each type 
(1,1), (0,0), (1,0 or 0,1) relative to total number of borders



Moran’s  I statistic

§ The most common measure of spatial autocorrelation

§ Use for points or polygons 
§ Join Count statistic only for polygons

§ Use for a continuous variable (any value)
§ Join Count statistic only for binary variable (1,0)



Moran’s  I statistic:
formulation

# observationsN
xi variable of interest at i

x̄

mean of the variable of 
interest 

I =

P
i

P
j wij(xi�x̄)(xj�x̄)P

i

P
j wij

P
i(xi�x̄)2

N

I =

P
i

P
j wij(xi � x̄)(xj � x̄)
P

i(xi � x̄)2

X

i

X

j

wij = N

If Wij is row standardized

then

Need adjustment for short 
or zero distances



Moran Scatterplot
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Moran Scatterplot
bivariate
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Statistical significant tests 
for Moran’s I
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§ How to assess whether computed value of Moran’s I is 
significantly different from a spatially random distribution?

§ Analytically

§ Computationally 
§ Randomly reshuffling observations and recomputing Moran’s I 

each time (building an empirical reference distribution)
§ Compare observed value to the reference distribution

E[I] =
�1

N � 1
V [I] = E[I2]� E[I]2 zI =

I � E[I]p
V [I]

In many cases is difficult!



Montecarlo test
permutation bootstrap test

§ pseudo p-value

§ Nextreme is the number of simulated 
Moran’s I values more extreme than 
our observed statistic and N is the 
total number of simulations

§ This is interpreted as “there is a 1% 
probability that we would be wrong in 
rejecting the null hypothesis Ho”

N
extreme

+ 1

N + 1



example
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Moran’s I:
tips
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§ Raw Moran’s I are not comparable across variables and 
spatial weights
§ Use standardized z-values instead

§ Other measures 
§ Geary’s C

§ inversely related to Moran’s I

§ more sensitive to local spatial autocorrelation

§ High/Low Clustering (Getis-Ord General G)
§ detect clusters of low or high values (hot/cold spots)



local measures of spatial 
autocorrelation



LISA
Local Indicators of Spatial Association (Anselin 1995)

§ The statistic is calculated for each areal unit

§ For each polygon, the index is calculated based on 
neighboring polygons with which it shares a border

§ Can be mapped to indicate how spatial autocorrelation 
varies over the study region

§ Each index has an associated test statistic

§ Local version of 
§ Moran’s I
§ Geary’s C
§ Getis-Ord G



Calculating LISA

z

i

=
x

i

� x̄

SD

x

xi � x̄

Ii = zi
X

j

wijzj

The local Moran statistic for areal unit i is:

where zi is the original variable xi in standardized form

or it can be in deviation form

and wij is the spatial weight 



example 
San Antonio poverty rates (in R)
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Local Moran’s I Local Moran Clusters (red)

clustered
not clustered



example
percentage of Asian people in Auckland City (geoDa)
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LISA Significance Map 
map the statistical 
significance level and 
use it as a measure of 
the strength of the 
spatial autocorrelation



spatial regression



Spatial regression
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§ Spatial Autoregressive Models
§ Lag model

§ Error model

§ Many others



applications
urban computing



thank you.


